IAIN M
Iain M is a man on a mission as one of the most exciting tech trance
talents Scotland has to offer!
Glasgow has a rich trance history and Iain has been a face in and
around the Scottish club scene as a clubber, promoter, DJ and
producer for going on 2 decades. As with many Scottish trance clan
members, the fuse was lit for Iain around the turn of the millennium
at Inside Out @ The Arches, an institution and club of true legend in
Glasgow. This is where he cut his teeth as a clubber and became an
avid listener of tech trance, with early influence coming from the
Dutch and Belgians sounds of Marco V, Marcel Woods and Fred
Baker.
On the promoting front Iain soon started running his own club
nights around the city as well as picking up regular guest DJ slots at
Rectify while promoting and DJing at Freefall @ The Arches where he
became a regular name in the booth , gaining the live club
experience that is priceless to any DJ on the rise. During this time
Iain was supporting names like John O'Callaghan, Sean Tyas, Simon
Patterson, Will Atkinson, Orjan Nilsen, Khomha. Techno, tech trance
and uplifting trance were and still are the ammo for the Iain M audio
assault.

Iain signed to 23rd Precinct Music Publishing / Notting Hill Music
in 2020. He is closely aligned with roster-mates David Forbes and
Mark Sherry who have been long term writers with 23rd. Going
forward Iain will be expanding his songwriting prowess and
production expertise co-writing with other writers from different
disciplines. 23rd Precinct will be actively presenting Iain's music
for spots in television, adverstising, gaming and films/trailers.

Iain caught the producing bug in 2009 when he was a music
production student over a 4 year period with James Allan of Public
Domain fame. Success didn't come overnight as he grafted on
Cubase and developed his sound into the enormous stripped back,
dark tech trance bombs that we have come to expect from an Iain M
track. It's not all dark when it comes to the atmosphere in the
talented Scot's productions, melody and emotional bliss is in there
too. These stand out sound fusions plus a high level production
quality soon caught the attention of Irish trance superstar Sneijder
who has become a driving force behind Iain since signing him to
Afterdark in 2018. As well as being an Afterdark regular, Outburst
Twilight, Aria Digital and Infected have also accepted Iain's studio
offerings. Right now his sound influencers are the tech trance royalty
Sneijder, Mark Sherry, David Forbes and Joint Operations Centre.
Other notable achievements to date for Iain include compilation
features on Afterdark Buenos Aires & LA pus the Grotesque 350 and
Damaged 100 compilations. Regular ASOT plays by Armin Van
Buuren and track support from Sneijder, Paul Van Dyk, John Askew,
Sean Tyas, Mark Sherry, David Forbes, Will Atkinson, Jordan Suckley,
Alex Di Stefano, Andrew Ravel, Sign um, Tempo Gusto, Richard
Durand, Greg Downey, Will Rees, David Rust, Ashley Smith, Billy
Gillies etc has propelled Iain's music into the global trance arena.
The higher end of the Beatport charts is a regular hang out for Iain's
music, the top 10 having been smashed 3 times so far with the
highest position held being number 3 with 'Serotonin'.
With plans underway to relaunch his early DJ career combined with
his more recent production success, Iain has set his sights on
becoming the next touring trance artist coming out of Scotland. He
has experience, talent and passion in abundance so get ready for
Iain M performing at an event near you in 2020 and beyond.

For more information of Iain, please contact;
susan@23rdprecinctmusic.com
billy@23rdprecinctmusic.com

